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Introduction

Item: Bob Trausch, rural businessman in Carroll, Iowa, started his business
by repairing refrigeration equipment at home. He found discarded
units at the dump, fixed them, and sold them for a profit. Then local
businesses wanting to purchase refurbished equipment started calling.
Word spread and Trausch soon became a national enterprise, employ-
ing metal workers, electricians, plumbers, painters, and refrigeration

technicians.

Item: Connie Gahley of Fairview, Utah, developed a small business produc-
ing chocolate candies in her kitchen. In less than one year, the business
grew to more than 25 part-time employees. Her business success was
due in large part to innovative products that were tailored to distinct
markets, such as favors for convention banquets and candies in the form
of business cards.

Bob Trausch and Connie Gahley are not alone in the success of their rural

ventures. Throughout rural America people are starting new businesses that are

helping to rebuild rural economies. The creation of new businesses has become

the main source of rural employment growth. Between 1980 and 1984, new busi-

nesses accounted for 88 percent of the net job growth in nonmetropolitan areas.1
During the 1980s, employment and income growth in rural communities

has lagged behind urban areas. Rural communities dependent on mining, ener-
gy development, or agriculture have suffered the most severe economic disloca-

tions. But at the same time, thousands of businesses have been successfully
formed—even in distressed rural communities. In fact, the people who have

started these businesses are often those who have been dislocated by economic

change.

The people who start new businesses are entrepreneurs.2 Their "good

ideas" become new ventures through the investment of their time, resources,

and effort in pursuit of new opportunities. In so doing, these entrepreneurs con-
tribute to an increased capacity to produce goods and services, improved growth
in employment and income, increased economic efficiency, and an expanded
ability to adjust to economic changes.3 New firms are also at the leading edge
of economic change. They are an indicator of the economy's future structural
form and direction.

Because of the important role the formation of new businesses plays in the

economy, policymakers are refocusing their attention on understanding their

state's entrepreneurial and new business environment and are developing
policies to encourage it. They have recognized that, although rural business
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development is not a panacea, it should be a part of any strategy to promote

rural economic development.

This paper examines the role of new businesses in rural areas and how policy

can promote the creation of businesses or reduce the barriers to their success.

Section II illustrates the importance of rural business formation by describing

the impact it has had in four rural states and in nonmetropolitan areas

throughout the nation. It also provides more details on the characteristics of new

rural businesses and their owners.

Some policymakers believe rural economies present unique barriers that

limit the prospects for economic growth through new business creation.

However, the case is far from clear and the evidence shows rural economic con-

ditions do not bar the success of new businesses. Section HI reviews the impact

and implications of these barriers.

Section W proposes a framework that states may use to craft rural develop-

ment strategies that focus on the creation of new business ventures. This process

entails diagnosing those factors that affect business formation and designing

strategies and programs that match state and local conditions. A set of more

specific program ideas proposed to stimulate state inventiveness are included

as an appendix — "101 Ideas for Stimulating Entrepreneurship and Enterprise

D ev el opment."



The Impact and Characteristics of

New Rural Businesses

New businesses have1 played a leading role in the remarkable record of employ-

ment growth in the United States in recent years.5 Between 1980 and 1984, new

businesses accounted for 46 percent of the net new jobs in the United States.°

Further, the rate of business formation influences economic growth more than

the expansion of existing businesses or the attraction of businesses from else-

where.

The creation of new firms is also a key to employment growth in rural

economies. Rural areas have shared in growth through business creation.8

While new firms accounted for 46 percent of net new jobs in the United States

between 1980 and 1984, they were responsible for 88 percent of the non-

metropolitan growth.9

Data on new firms in rural states and rural substate regions further high-

lights the importance of enterprise development.

IOWA. The rate of employment generated by successfully formed new
firms was equally high in metropolitan, nonmetropolitan, and more remote

rural counties.lcrEmployment in new businesses created after 1980 and still

operating as of late 1986 equaled just less than 13 percent of total employ-

ment.11

MAINE. Preliminary information has shown that businesses successfully

formed between 1982 and mid-1987 account for 14 percent of total existing

employment."

MINNESOTA. Jobs provided by new firms accounted for 42 percent to 99

percent of the net increase in Minnesota jobs between 1978 and 1986. A

larger pf,oportion of existing jobs is attributed to new firms in rural Min-

nesota.'

NORTH DAKOTA. In both rural and metropolitan counties the employ-
ment from successfully formed new businesses accounts for about 23 per-

cent of total employment, according to a preliminary analysis.14
This research, relying on differing data sources and measures and from

states with varied socioeconomic conditions, is further evidence of the impor-
tance of new business creation to rural economies.

3
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW RURAL

BUSINESSES AND OWNERS

Recent studies also have generated insights into the characteristics of new rural

businesses and their owners. This information, on the people who are starting

new businesses, the conditions they face, and on the businesses themselves, can

be a useful guide for state policy development.

Owners of New Businesses Are "Homegrown"

If asked why a rural location was chosen for their businesses, the vast majority

of new business owners will give a very unambiguous answer —"because this is

our home."

In a survey of more than 3,000 new firms in Minnesota and Pennsylvania,

not one owner had moved to a new state to start a business.'5 Other research

concluded that nearly all firms (84 percent) are founded within commuting dis-

tances of the owner's previous workplace.16 Finally, a Council of State Policy &

Planning Agencies (CSPA) survey of 300 owners of successfully formed Iowa

businesses indicated that almost two-thirds were started in communities where

the owners had been born and raised.17

Establishing a new business —in rural and urban areas alike — may be less

complicated when the owner has a detailed understanding of markets and is

familiar with support networks. This knowledge is likely to be strongest in a

home community.

New Business Owners Come from

All Educational and Economic Classes

While education, skills, and personal financial resources contribute to success
in starting a business, the pool of successful entrepreneurs is quite diverse. Many
successful new owners have overcome deficiencies in any or all of these areas.
These attributes do not accurately predict the success of a new venture.

NEW RURAL BUSINESSES ARE SMALL

AND FOCUS ON LOCAL MARKETS

New businesses almost always start small. Many remain so. In Iowa, 86 percent
of the surveyed rural businesses were started by one or two entrepreneurs. More
than half of the total employment attributed to these firms was found in busi-
nesses with two employees or fewer.18 Two-thirds of the Minnesota businesses
studied also reported three or fewer employees.19

The majority of new firms in rural areas are in retail and consuther services.
In Iowa, 84 percent of the new rural businesses surveyed served local markets.
About four-fifths of the new firms in rural and metropolitan Minnesota had an
intrastate focus.
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New "export-oriented" firms were included in the mix of businesses, but they

were clearly in the minority. And, at least in the Minnesota study, they were less

well represented in rural regions.

• The large number of retail and service businesses is not surprising. There

is a propensity for new firms to arise in sectors already found in the area, and

local market businesses are predominant in most local economies.20

New Businesses Require Long Work Hours and Rely on Family Labor

The owners of new rural businesses studied in Iowa report working fifty-one

hours per week on average. The family is also an important labor source for

these businesses. In some cases, family labor is not directly reimbursed and may

be an important form of "sweat equity" used to develop a fledgling business.

New Businesses Often Provide Supplemental Income

Most of the owners surveyed in the Iowa study did not depend solely on their

new businesses for income. Households relying on income from more than one

worker or source have become common and this trend is reflected in the new

businesses that provide supplementary income.

Most New Businesses Require Modest Initial Financing

Half of the new Iowa businesses needed $20,000 or less to start. On average,
only $9,300 was invested per job created. However, raising financing was the

most common start-up problem reported by new firm owners. While financial
institutions were found to be supportive of new businesses, lending to
entrepreneurial activities does entail risks. New business owners did confront
some difficulty in acquiring financing, but a large percentage were able to con-
vince local bankers to lend start-up funding.

Sources of Financing Vary

The primary sources of new business financing include savings, deferred in-
come, loans from friends and families, and lending from traditional sources.
Government loans, equity or stocks, and venture financing mechanisms were
rarely used. However, more than half of new Iowa businesses financed their
starts at least in part with loans from local banks. This suggests that rural banks
may be more supportive of new business financing than has often been assumed.

Participation in Government Assistance Programs Is Low

There is a wide range of small and new business assistance programs offered by
federal, state, and local governments. Only a small minority of new rural busi-
nesses participate, however. Some researchers suggest that rural business
owners may be reluctant to seek assistance. In other cases, owners of new ven-
tures may lack information about the many sources of help that are available.
In studies conducted in Minnesota and Pennsylvania, when offered a list of as-
sistance programs, about half of the owners were able to identify specific
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programs that might be useful in addressing their start-up or operating

problems.

Economic Conditions and Infrastructure

Are not Major Problems for New Businesses

New rural business owners do not frequently cite local economic conditions or

infrastructure among the most important start-up or operating challenges they

face. The overall severity of start-up problems may not be greater for rural

areas.
22.



Barriers to New Business

Formation in Rural Areas

Rural areas will not be well served unless we change dramatically the way we think
about rural communities and their problems.

Daryl Hobbs, University of Missouri-Columbia23

The entrepreneurial potential of rural areas has often been overlooked in

the search for development solutions. There are, after all, formidable barriers
considered common to rural areas that may limit new business creation:24

• smaller population and economic scale;

• lower educational and skills level;

• concerns about essential inputs —financing, workforce, and in-
frastructure;

• poor local economic conditions; and

• lower wealth.

In every local economy, rural or urban, there are some factors that hinder the
creation of new businesses. In some rural areas those limits may be greater.
However, evidence about those who have succeeded—in areas of growth and
decline, in poor areas, and in regions with better than average wealth and in-
come — makes a compelling case that these conditions are not a bar to the crea-
tion of businesses.

The constraints are real, but they are often overstated and can be over-
come.25 Even where these barriers exist, they do not necessarily preclude the
creation of new businesses. They may have more impact on the types of busi-
nesses that are formed and succeed than on the rate of formation or success. It
is important, therefore, to understand how these constraints may affect the
development of new rural businesses.

A SMALLER POPULATION BASE AND ECONOMIC SCALE

National data show that new business creation in rural areas kept pace with
urban economies between 1976 and 1980. Between 1980 and 1984, it was the
most important source of net employment growth in rural America.26 CSPA's
studies in Iowa, North Dakota, and Maine and research by others in Minnesota
show that rates of successful new firm creation and employment generation were
about equal in both urban and rural areas.

7
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LOWER EDUCATION AND SKILLS LEVELS

Rural America is very heterogeneous. Many rural areas have a human resource

base that is well educated and highly skilled. Others have severe deficits in

educational and skill levels. However, poor education and low skill levels do not

preclude individuals from succeeding in creating new businesses. In fact, one

study of an innovative private sector entrepreneurship initiative in rural Ken-

tucky concluded that education level was a poor predictor of success in new ven-
•

tures.
27 

While some individuals with low education levels have succeeded,

information on whether lower education levels in .a community generally are as-

sociated with reduced rates of entrepreneurship must await future research.

CONCERNS ABOUT ESSENTIAL INPUTS

Financing

Concern about the availability of financing for new rural businesses is

widespread—driven by assumptions about risk-averse lenders in small banks

and a limited number of local lenders. The apparent lack of formal venture capi-

tal activity in rural areas has also received attention.

Little data are available to support these assumptions on any broad scale

and there are some suggestions that they may not be well founded. First, ven-

ture capital is a financing source that can be used by only a small number of new

firms. Further, venture capital is mobile and can find its way to rural areas.

Second, most new business capital comes from the owner's savings,

foregone earnings and profits, or from family and friends. Most new rural firms
require only modest initial capitalization— at a level that might be acquired as a
personal loan or with assets such as home equity or savings. Finally, as the Iowa
research has shown, rural banks may be more responsive to new business financ-
ing needs than is sometimes expected.

Workforce

Many rural areas have less diversified work forces than their urban counterparts.
These local labor market conditions could constrain the prospects for new firms,
particularly those contributing to economic diversity by pursuing activities not
traditional to their community. Again, what may be true for some businesses
under some conditions is not a universal problem. Survey responses from new
rural business owners in Iowa and Minnesota did not indicate that hiring a
capable workforce was an important business start-up or operating problem.
However, high-growth firms contacted in the Minnesota study did indicate that
recruiting and retaining a qualified labor force was a concern.28

Infrastructure

The need for improvements in public facilities in rural areas is well docu-
mented.

2 

9 However, local conditions vary widely and a relationship between in-
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frastructure and entrepreneurship has not been well defined. The new business

surveys in rural Iowa and Minnesota did not identify it as a key problem.

POOR PREVAILING ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Economic dislocation and poor employment prospects are frequently forces

that motivate individuals to pursue entrepreneurship.' What is true for in-

dividuals may also be the case for communities. In both Iowa and Minnesota,

the rate of new business formation and employment generation was equally high

in the rural counties that had suffered the largest drops in population and in-

-come.

LOWER WEALTH

Rural incomes have always lagged behind levels in urban areas. While real per-

capita personal income in both rural and urban areas has increased from 1973

through 1984, the improvement in rural areas has fallen behind the rate enjoyed

by metropolitan areas.31

However, wealth may be a better measure of the ability of local economies

to support development. And some estimates comparing the average

household's real net worth in more remote rural counties and in urban areas

show that rural households may have experienced a more raid increase in net

worth than have urban households between 1970 and 1983.3'

• The direction of changes in rural income and wealth have been mixed, and

variations are often greater among rural areas than between metropolitan and

nonmetropolitan communities. This suggests the importance of recognizing
rural diversity before making judgments on the efficacy of alternative develop-

ment strategies.



State Policy and New Business Formation

The first step in crafting a state strategy is to understand the impact of and limits
to enterprise development. This diagnosis should center on the factors affect-
ing individual investment decisions, the barriers to development, and the con-
dition of the overall entrepreneurial climate.

The following section describes how states can begin the diagnostic process,
reviews alternative strategies, and discusses a range of programs that may be ap-
propriate. It concludes by noting the importance of expanding individual choice
and establishing better institutional incentives.

However, since little information is available on the costs and benefits of
alternative programs aimed at encouraging small or new business development
in rural areas, no set policy recipe can be prescribed.33 The options reviewed
below are presented primarily to underscore the range of approaches that can
be considered.

DIAGNOSING THE ENVIRONMENT

FOR NEW BUSINESS FORMATION

Reliable information on the level or impact of new business formation, the
characteristics of these new firms and their owners, and on critical start-up and
operating problems is seldom readily available to policymakers. It can be
generated, however, at a reasonable cost by combining existing secondary sour-
ces with survey research. This information can indicate the level and character
of business creation activity and can be used to gauge the entrepreneurial en-
vironment.

State unemployment insurance administrative files can form the
cornerstone for these efforts. The state-administered unemployment insurance
system requires regular reports from all businesses with covered employment.
These files will yield extensive information on the number and type of new busi-
nesses formed and whether they are succeeding or have closed. The types of
businesses formed and their current employment levels are also available. A
comparison of the number of new firms and their employment, with the total
for the state or subregion, is a measure of the relative impact of enterprise
development.34

States can also begin to identify potential business starters. Some will al-
ready have contacted small and new business programs, community leaders,

11
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local lenders, or other development officials. Regular contacts with these or-

ganizations can build a list of potential new business people.

These two information sources will yield useful but limited data about

entrepreneurial vitality. They also will generate contact information for survey

research. The characteristics of new owners and their businesses, their start-up

and operating problems, and their participation in development programs can

be determined in detail through surveys.

The diagnostic process also should include analysis of the key elements of

the entrepreneurial environment. Some of these elements are statewide in na-

ture; others vary from community to community. Many are measurable with ex-

isting data. For example, demographic information on educational attainment

can be gathered from census data. And reports filed by finaneial institutions with

their regulators will show what proportion of their portfolios is placed in com-

mercial and industrial lending.

The diagnosis should discover where perceptions about rural economies

are correct—and where they are in error. It is a testing process. The following

questions should be addressed in a comprehensive diagnosis:

• What forces are affecting the future for rural economies?

• What is going well in the rural economy and why?

• What role is the state playing in support of this? Are these programs

performing as well as should be expected?

• What are the real barriers to entrepreneurship in rural areas? And
what are their underlying causes?

• How do state policies serve to reinforce or reduce these barriers?35

CHOOSING A STRATEGY

Because the barriers and opportunities for entrepreneurship vary widely, no
single strategy is universally applicable. With the diagnostic analysis in hand,
choices can be made from a range of approaches that should then be tailored to
fit unique state or local conditions. Several options are available:

Statewide Policies

Most of the barriers to and opportunities for entrepreneurship are not unique
to rural places. Many elements of a strategy, therefore, need not have a
geographic focus.

"Customized" Rural Efforts

Conditions in local areas may differ from those in the state generally. There-
fore, some policies tailored to specific rural conditions may be in order. Service
delivery and program implementation issues may require most of the "customiz-
ing" attention.
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Key Communities

Either local areas that appear to hold the greatest promise or those that have

the greater need for development could be identified for more targeted atten-

tion. Experiments in the "enterprise zone" concept are an example of this ap-

proach.

Sectoral Strategies

Some states may wish to identify particular sectors where there may appear to

be greater potential for new business development. However, "picking winners"

is not a simple task and few have established good track records at it. These dif-

ficulties may increase the risks of such an undiversified approach.36

Key Business Owners

The performance of a new firm in its first two years may be a reliable indicator

of its future growth. Firm-level performance data, therefore, could be used as a

criterion to steer assistance toward high-growth and export-oriented firms.37

Any of these options may be effective under particular conditions. The key

is for policymakers to initiate an ongoing process for testing assumptions and

alternatives. With little evaluative information to guide strategy selection, care-

fully chosen experiments may be the best way to discover which strategy, or com-

bination thereof, is most effective.

PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

The nature of entrepreneurial development demands consideration of a wide
range of program alternatives. Some of these options are discussed below.

Investments in Human Capital

Enhancing the skills and abilities of the general population has already become

a top priority for most Governors. Many of these programs are motivated by the

strong connection between the quality of the human resource base and the

prospects for economic progress.

State governments are both a provider and major financier of educational

and training programs. Education accounts for about half of state spending.
These investments are now being used to influence the quality, content, and

range of educational and training programs.

While education and training may contribute generally to economic

development, it can also play a direct role in supporting enterprise development.
Many aspects of entrepreneurship are considered teachable.38

The skills and knowledge necessary to create or manage a business are con-

stantly changing. As such, some entrepreneurs will benefit from programs

tailored to their specific needs. At all levels of the education system, more em-

phasis can be placed on improving the general understanding of the role of

entrepreneurship and new business creation. Existing business courses also can
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be changed to impart more of the broad range of skills needed to support the

success of new ventures and entrepreneurial activity.

Formal programs in entrepreneurship are now offered at many of the

nation's colleges and universities. According to one count, more than 250 in-

stitutions now list these courses.39 Small business development centers also

offer supportive educational programs for entrepreneurship.40

Course work in an institutional setting will not appeal to many considering

a new venture. Innovative outreach efforts, using television or videotapes, for

example, should be used to meet the needs of a wider audience.

Technical Assistance

Programs to provide technical assistance to businesses are available from many

public and private organizations. Many would be helpful in addressing the long

list of start-up or operating problems reported by new business owners. Assis-

tance may include a range of services. They may build management or market-

ing skills; assist in basic bookkeeping or business planning; share government

procurement tips; provide information on regulations, permits, or other govern-

ment programs; ease the adoption of new technology; or make outside techni-

cal, legal, financial, or other business expertise available.

Many of these same needs are also met by contacts with other businesses.

Networks of business people address common problems and share ideas about

new opportunities. They may be organized or very informal, but they are a major

source of noninstitutionali7ed assistance that benefits most business people.

Building more effective support services and networks —public, private, or

through partnerships—should be a goal of a state technical assistance effort.

Incubators are a more speciali7ed tool for supporting new business develop-

ment. In addition to providing space and common support services (sometimes

at subsidized rates), they may offer financial or technical assistance. Some ob-

servers believe the incubator will replace the industrial park as a rural develop-

ment strategy.
41

•

Although incubators may be an innovation with potential for helping some

types of new businesses, cost and some other disadvantages limit its ap-
plicability. First, it can be expensive. Developing an incubator may require an

investment of up to $500,000.412 Second, while low-cost space may be an impor-
tant subsidy to some, many businesses, particularly those in the local market
economy, must struggle to establish a locational identity with their customers.
The move required when fledgling firms "graduate" from an incubator can be a

big burden for them.

Gauging New or Existing Markets

Acquiring useful information on markets may be somewhat more difficult for
rural areas and for small or new businesses.43 In part, these problems might be

addressed by state efforts to expand the dissemination of existing market infor-
mation. Or the state or others could help organize cooperative efforts to con-
duct new studies and gather more detailed information.
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Financing

Financing is the most common rural development program offered by states.44

There is a widely held perception that seripus "capital gaps" exist in most rural

places. Diagnosis can help determine if this is true, and if so, many alternative

approaches are available to address financing needs.

States have become a direct source of business financing. According to a

1987 report, thirty-seven states offer loan programs that primarily or exclusive-

ly serve rural areas.'

State funding can be used to make loans directly, share some or all the lend-

ing risks (guarantees or risk pools), or encourage more lending by establishing

a secondary market. State financing programs might also serve to lead rather

than substitute for the private sector. For example, programs might be designed

to demonstrate the viability of lending to new types of ventures or to prove the

profitability of alternative financial packaging. The state might also invest in the

creation of a new category of private-sector financial institutions. Or, states

might play a role in bringing potential lenders and borrowers together.'

Venture capital has been a popular topic in state capitals. In response to
concerns that venture capital was too geographically concentrated and a belief

that it was a potent ingredient in supporting strong .14Tgional growth, at least
twenty states created their own venture capital funds. Venture capital can be
used by only a small minority of new firms, however. Few hold real promise of
the extraordinary paybacks needed to offset the regular losses incurred by ven-
ture capitalists.

Venture capital is a risky proposition for taxpayer funds. Building the ex-
pertise and detailed information base needed to reduce risks to a manageable
level is not easily done by states. Rather than shoulder the burden directly, the
best public strategy is to help local lenders overcome their problems and the
difficulties of their borrowers.'8 Even the largest direct state lending program
is very small compared to private markets. As such, the goal should be to en-
courage more private sector investments in new rural businesses.

Regulations have a powerful effect on lender decisions. Some may be
reformed in ways which, while maintaining assurance of liquidity and proper
business practice, will expand the number of loans deemed "bankable." For ex-
ample, lenders in good financial condition could be permitted to establish a spe-
cial higher risk loan portfolio. Rather than reviewing each loan, regulators
would be concerned with the performance of the overall portfolio. This would
tend to reduce the high administrative costs that may discourage small loans or
nontraditional lending. Rules that ease efforts by lenders to work cooperative-
ly with financially stressed businesses can also be considered. Permitting
statewide branching or interstate banking may also improve the availability of
financing by expanding competition in the marketplace.°

Involving the Poor and the Dislocated

Safety net programs, such as unemployment insurance, food stamps, and wel-
fare, are the margin of survival for families and individuals beset by economic
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difficulties. Perhaps because self-empldym, ent has not generally been seen as a

common route out of dependency, both the design and administration of trap,s-

fer programs often makes this lack of expectation a self-fulfilling prophecy.'

Self-employment or business creation are important alternatives for some

transfer recipients. After all, new ventures are often motivated by adversity, such

as the loss of a job or other sources of support, or because there are few other

options. One survey of Minnesota transfer payment recipients shows that many

already receive some self-employment income, and one-third of Aid to Families

with Dependent Children (AFDC) single-parent recipients said they were in-

terested in starting a business and could name the specific business they wanted

to start.
51

State and federal policymakers must consider changes that will make the

income maintenance system more supportive of new business creation by its

clients. A special effort, for example, will be needed to market education and

training programs for those clients who may benefit from them. Caseworkers

can become better informed about options, and educational institutions can

have closer contact with clients and the system's practices.5̀  Program ad-

ministrators should use the flexibility to disregard income from scholarships and

other sources that defray direct education expenses to shelter individuals taking

initiative from large reductions in their benefits.

Other problems confronting public assistance clients interested in starting
a business involve the interpretations of income and asset limits and budgeting
procedures that may precipitously reduce or end benefits. For example, new
businesses are likely to generate income at levels that may vary from one period
to another. Monthly retrospective budgeting to determine eligibility and
benefits will adversely affect owners of new ventures. This problem could be
solved, however, by using longer budgeting periods for the self-employed.53

Procedures for treating business expenses for recipients may not be as easi-
ly changed. AFDC recipients may be prohibited from deducting business ex-
penses in figuring payment levels. As such, income deferred for initial
investments or supplies is income lost. Federal changes may be needed to
resolve this problem.

Finally, requirements for beneficiaries to look for work or to participate in
other programs may create barriers to entrepreneurship. Unemployment in-
surance requires recipients to be ready, available, and actively seeking work;
someonsAworking on a business plan or starting a business is technically in-
eligible.' Welfare may also require job search, training, or workfare efforts.
Unless these requirements are relaxed somewhat, individuals can pursue self-
employment only with a risk of losing benefits.

Regulatory and Other Barriers

State occupational licensing and other entry barriers merit careful scrutiny. Es-
tablished under the banner of consumer protection, some regulations may be
reformed to ease entry without imperiling this goal. There are about 2,800 state
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laws that have created entry restrictions, limited the number of apprenticeship

openings, or restricted the acceptability of out-of-state qualifications.55

Other state laws may disproportionately disadvantage new businesses or

create unnecessary paperwork burdens. A task force assigned to review state

regulations and requirements can identify necessary changes.

Community Leadership

Local rural development efforts have traditionally focused on branch plant

recruitment. Entrepreneurship and homegrown development can supplement

or replace these programs but will require community leaders to assume new

roles. Success at these new tasks may have an important influeDce on local

vitality. "Community organization, institutions, and leadership appear to be

especially important in providing both a supportive climate for entrepreneur-

ship, and in some cases the spark that unleashes creative potential."56

States can help build effective leadership with information and ideas on

business creation as an economic development alternative. New ways to iden-
tify local economic development potentials and barriers can be shared. Semi-

nars and booklets can help deliver the message. And a toll-free number of a
state official ready to help community leaders with their problems can also be

considered.

Infrastructure Facilities

States contribute to economic development through their investments in public
facilities. In some cases, states may need to make investments to address limits
to entrepreneurial development.

The importance of basic infrastructure services, such as roads, water, and
waste treatment to economic vitality is well understood. And the deficiency in
these systems in some rural communities is also recognized. Good diagnosis,
capital planning, and strategic state investments is the best approach to resolv-
ing these problems.

Telecommunications systems also provide essential support, and are often
overlooked in the infrastructure debate.57 Inventories conducted in several
states show that rural telephone systems in some areas are antiquated and can-
not offer most of today's advanced commercial telecommunications services.
States can change their regulatory policies to ease entry into the market for in-
trastate telecommunications services and they can revamp their tax policies,
such as those affecting depreciation, to encourage companies to upgrade equip-
ment.

58

Awareness and Recognition

An individual's decision to risk forming a new business is based on perceptions
of benefits, risks, and the options available to him or her. The strength of the

entrepreneurial option, in turn, is influenced by a shared or community percep-
tion about the value of this effort. Supportive public values can be reinforced
through information and examples or by the opinions of public leaders.
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Direct indicators of entrepreneurial vitality are seldom included in assess-

ing economic conditions. Special reports on the role and impact of new business

creation, or ensuring that it is included in regular reports on state economic con-

ditions, should be an early step. The public can be reached through media

coverage.

Second, entrepreneurs should be recognized and can serve as the role

models which make the self-employment and business creation option more

real and accessible to a broader public. New business owners need not pull

punches. They can bear witness to both the potential rewards and the hard work

that success demands.

Community values also influence the options people consider. Television

features on entrepreneurs, information on the level of job creation traced to the

state's new businesses, or the establishment of an annual state entrepreneurship

award can help signal that these efforts are valued.

Public Institutions and Programs

If participation in new and small business programs is low or poorly rated by

participants, decisionmakers should consider three important policy changes.

First, the state can help ensure that the public is well informed about the

programs. Second, individual clients can be empowered by expanding their

ability to choose among providers. And third, more effective institutional incen-

tives can be created.

States should help,ensure that individual choices about starting businesses

or becoming involved in programs are well informed. Reliable information can

be made available— on direct and indirect program costs, risks, likelysrewards,

program success rates or ratings by prior participants, for example?' Second,
individuals could be granted greater power of choice. Funding the service user

directly can be a good alternative to continued direct support to service
providers.

Finally, competition can be used to create incentives for better perfor-
mance. Many institutions, both public and private, can contribute to increasing

the number of new rural businesses that are created and are successful. Build-
ing a strategy will require active participation of an almost bewildering array of
actors and institutions.' If rural enterprise development strategies are to suc-
ceed, this goal must first become a real priority for these institutions. Program

evaluation and performance-based funding systems for state and state-sup-
ported programs can dramatically affect organizational behavior. Providing
more freedom for experimentation by these partners, coupled with account-
ability systems, would create powerful new incentives.



Conclusion

A simple principle should be applied by policymakers when selecting which of

the plethora of rural development problems or opportunities to address —pay

the most attention to those factors which have the greatest overall impact and
which are amenable to public-sector influence. Since new business creation ac-

counts for the greatest share of net new employment growth in rural economies,
this policy area must be among the states' primary concerns.

Once rigorous diagnosis of the entrepreneurial environment is completed,

there are many program options to which states can turn to address the real op-

portunities for and barriers to rural business creation. However, the economic

development process must be viewed as a process of continually testing the ef-

fectiveness of each program. Only then can state strategies reflect the great

diversity among rural areas and the changing economic context that affects an

individual's decision to start a new business.

19
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GOVERNING PRINCIPLES—Expanding Individual Choice and Structuring

Effective Program Performance Incentives

1. Put business assistance, development financing, and education/training/information
programs on an enterprise budget.

2. Negotiate performance goals with program providers.

3. Base program funding on performance-based measures.

4. Allow "customers" to choose and publish information on program outcomes/evaluations.

(REFERENCES: Buss and Vaughan, Chapters 5 and 6; Vaughan et al, Chap-

ter 8)

BUILDING ENTREPRENEURIAL AND BUSINESS SKILLS

Education and Training Programs—Building the Human Resource Base

5. Encourage the Extension Service to expand its assistance to entrepreneurs and new busi-
ness owners.

6. Add entrepreneurship training to JTPA programs and other vocational training programs.

7. Expand training programs at colleges and universities.

8. Use an add-on to the unemployment insurance fee to create a fund to support education-
al programs for entrepreneurs and new business people.

9. Use television, video, and other innovative delivery alternatives.

10. Create local committees to advise and coordinate service providers.

11. Create a chair in entrepreneurship at a local university.

(REFERENCES: Vaughan et al., Chapter 6; O'Neill, 'Chapter 5; Buss and
Vaughan, Chapter 4; NGA, Chapter 2; Reid; Frederick; Nathanson.)

Technical Assistance—Helping New Businesses to Solve Their Problems

12. Support local efforts to build new business self-help networks.

13. Harness the experience of retired business owners in providing technical assistance to new
owners.

14. Invest state funds in building the business services/consulting infrastructure.

15. Experiment with incubators and "incubators without walls."

16. Create an export information and problem-solving team with expertise in new business
problems.

17. Target the efforts of small business development centers on new business development.

18. Convene meetings of lenders to encourage the formation of technical assistance/financing
networks linked to banks.

(REFERENCES: Vaughan et al., Chapter 6; Popovich and Buss, Chapter 5;
NGA, Chapter 3; NASDA; Reid; Frederick.)

Marketing—Gauging the Marketplace and Exploring New Opportunities
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19. Help organize marketing cooperatives.

20. Provide seed funds to initiate catalog of cottage industry crafts.

21. Include new firm products in trade shows and missions.

22. Help organize or fund special market analysis studies.

23. Support investments in new product development/refinement.

24. Organize and spin off new market promotion networks.

25. Publish catalogs of new firms with product and services information.

26. Lease concession space in state parks and at other tourist attractions as outlets for local
products.

27. Establish a survey research consortium where entrepreneurs can buy blocks of questions
for marketing studies.

28. Assist in the formation of business consortiums of small firms to pursue larger private sec-
tor or government contracts.

(REFERENCES: Nothdurft; NGA, Chapter 3; Saylor; Popovich.)

Technology Transfer—Harvesting the Benefits of New Technologies

29. Require closer links between technical assistance programs and technology research and
development efforts.

30. Establish a seed fund to defray a portion of the expense of customized research or develop-
ment for new firms.

31. Link process and product refmement to R&D programs.

32. Ease restrictions on outside employment by university employees.

33. Modify rules to allow sharing of royalty or patent profits with state-employed researchers.

34. Sponsor sector-specific technology information seminars.

35. Establish a technology clearinghouse to provide all state businesses data on new patents
and new ideas relevant to their industry.

(REFERENCES: NGA, Chapter 3.)

FINANCING—Improving Access to All Types of Capital

36. Use call reports and Community Reinvestment Act filings to diagnose lending behavior.

37. Ensure existing state financing programs regulations accommodate, where possible, lend-
ing to new ventures.

38. Create a shared government/lender/borrower loan loss reserve pool.

39. Allow lenders in sound financial condition to create Entrepreneurial Loan Portfolios.

40. Bid out a small portion of pension funds to private venture capital managers.

41. Use state funds to invest in new fmancial intermediaries — such as BID COs.

42. Ease lender efforts to work cooperatively with financially stressed businesses.

43. Expand branch banking or interstate banking.

44. Urge banking and lender associations to provide information materials and training on
lending to new ventures to loan officers.
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45. Establish a computerized network to match investors and new firms.

46. Use loan guarantees and direct state lending to prove the "bankability" of lending to new
ventures.

47. Replace current restrictions on the investment opportunities of public pension funds and
state-chartered savings and loans and insurance companies with a "prudent investor" rule.

48. Set up a state lending agency that specialins in fmancing non-traditional forms of owner-
ship such as producer and marketing cooperatives and employee stock ownership plans.

49. Provide a credit against personal income taxes for investments in public venture capital
corporations that make investments in small and new enterprises.

(REFERENCES: Hansen, Chapters 3, 4, and 5; Litvak, Chapter 3 and 5; Lit-

yak and Daniels, Chapters 3 and 5; Vaughan et al., Chapter 5; Vaughan; Reid;

NASDA; Pulver; Nathanson.)

THE INCOME MAINTENANCE SYSTEM—Extending Entrepreneurial Op-

portunities to the Poor and Dislocated

50. Provide information to caseworkers on training and education opportunities.

51. Create brochures with information on educational programs, costs, regulations, and out-
comes for assistance recipients.

52. Disregard fmancial aid for direct educational expenses when computing benefit levels.

53. Maintain support services for educational and training program participants.

54. Allow year-long budgeting for setting benefit levels for those seeking self-employment.

55. Seek income disregards for business expenses when setting benefit levels.

56. Free recipients starting businesses from requirements for work search or participation in
other programs.

57. Seek waivers or pilot program approval for lump-sum enterprise assistance progranis.

58. Expand current pilot program which allows Unemployment Insurance benefits to be used
to support efforts to create new businesses.

(REFERENCES: O'Neill, Chapters 7 and 8; Friedman; Buss and Vaughan,
Chapter 3.)

ADDRESSING BARRIERS — Opening New Opportunities and Reducing Bar-
riers through Regulatory Reform

59. Set up a "hotline" to solicit business input on regulations.

60. Create a task force to review state occupational licensing requirements.

61. Investigate paperwork reduction options for business regulations.

62. Require business impact statements for new regulations.

63. Sunset occupational licensing and other business regulations.

64. Expand opportunities for "one-stop" permitting.

65. Consider tiering regulations by business size.

66. Limit the granting of unnecessary monopoly power to businesses such as passenger
transportation, freight hauling, and cable television.
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67. Review state home-working regulations.

(Vaughan et al., Chapter 4; O'Neill, Chapter 5; Buss and Vaughan, Chapter 4.)

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP—Building Local Capacity

68. Publish brochures on diagnosing the local economy.

69. Disseminate examples showing how local officials can support new business creation.

70. Sponsor regional economic development training seminars for local community leaders.

71. Create a special competitive fund to share expenses with innovative local self-development
efforts.

72. Complete regional entrepreneurship vitality studies.

73. Encourage local leaders to take a regional perspective on development plans.

74. Strengthen regional planning and economic development organizations.

(REFERENCES: Reid; Frederick; NGA, Chapter 4.)

INFRASTRUCTURE—Investing in Public and Private Infrastructure Systems

75. Establish reliable capital budgeting and planning programs.

76. Set aside a small portion of infrastructure funds to resolve critical economic development
bottlenecks.

77. Set up a state technical assistance team to help localities with budgeting, accounting, and
debt issues.

78. Use tax policies (depreciation) to encourage upgrading of telecommunications equipment.

79. Change regulations to allow or promote expanded local service calling zones in rural areas.

80. Permit more competition in providing intrastate telephone service.

(REFERENCES: Vaughan and Pollard; Vaughan et at., Chapter 7.)

RECOGNITION AND AWARENESS—Marshaling Community Attitudes
Supportive of Business Creation and Entrepreneurship

81. Create a "State Entrepreneur of the Year" award.

82. Encourage feature stories on entrepreneurs and new businesses.

83. Help newspapers to print an annual roster of new businesses.

84. Issue an annual state report on entrepreneurial vitality.

85. Encourage schools to include entrepreneurship in career days.

86. Organin a "speakers bureau" of experienced entrepreneurs and officials involved in suc-
cessful self-development strategies.

87. Include new business examples in development advertising.

88. Urge business groups to form a new business owners' caucus.

89. Advertise within and outside the state, stressing the attributes that make the state a good
place for new ventures.
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90. Encourage the formation of clubs and other activities for both adults and youth to stimu-
late entrepreneurial exploration.

91. Establish programs in the schools in which students plan, then start, their own businesses.

92. Charge the state development agency with a program of research into the state's
entrepreneurial climate and policy alternatives.

(REFERENCES: Vaughan et al., Chapters 4, 6, and 8; Reid; Pulver.)

OUTREACH—Informing the Public About Programs and Opportunities

93. Hold statewide or regional forums to tap the ideas of new business owners.

94. Create a special "New Business Information" Packet.

95. Establish a toll-free "Help-Line" for referrals.

96. Publish and distribute a "New Ventures" magazine.

97. Designate a new business advocate within state government.

98. Use the state unemployment insurance administrative files to identify new business owners
and use these lists to contact them with information and assistance.

99. Survey development agencies and local informants to identify potential entrepreneurs.

100. Encourage local newspapers to develop new business ideas by surveying readers to iden-
tify unmet service or product needs in the community.

101. Develop and publish an inventory of institutions and programs that provide assistance to
entrepreneurs and new businesses.

(REFERENCES: Vaughan et al., Chapter 4; Popovich and Buss, Chapter 2.)
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